Go Further...Go Faster...

GO FIBER!

“Keeping You
You Connected”
Keeping
Connected

VISION

Chariton Valley’s vision is to enhance opportunities for rural America by delivering premier telecommunications and
technology in Missouri. In tune with the President’s Interagency Task Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity, Chariton
Valley uses fiber and wireless facilities to expand e-Connectivity to students, families, farmers, businesses, medical facilities,
and communities every day. We are dedicated to improving quality of life and increasing access to a global economy at an
affordable price over a reliable network.

Phone, internet, video &
wireless service to both
residential &
business customers
First to supply local
internet access to
our area with
dial-up service

1995

Business solutions
customizable to the needs
of any size organization

First in Missouri to
Wireless service
provide
fiber-to-the-home added to offerings
(FTTH) services,
implementing to all
residents of Macon

Computer &
network solutions

One of the first
cable TV providers
in north Missouri

1989

1983

First multi-exchange telephone
company in Missouri to have a
complete one-party system

1977

1957

2002

2005
FTTH network
expanded to four
additional exchanges

STATS

Wireless towers
doubled, providing
extended wireless
coverage in a
five-county area

2009

2011

FTTH network now
expanded to include 15
towns; first wireless
carrier in the market to
offer 4G LTE coverage

2012

• Approximately 100 Employees
•M
 anages and maintains, roughly 1,545
miles of fiber optic cable in our service area

Wireless service area
increased, broadening
our geographic footprint
to twice its original size

2016

Network Operations
Center established
in Huntsville

• Incorporated November 22, 1952

Final acquisition of
local landline
exchanges, bringing
the company’s total
to 18 exchanges

Committed to extend our fiber network to
all cooperative members through a
$42,000,000 construction project
Chariton Valley has been recognized
by NTCA as a Certified Gig-Capable
Provider for delivering gigabit
broadband speeds and enabling
technological innovation.

2017

2018
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What is e-Connectivity?

e-Connectivity is the ability to connect all communities with vital health, safety and educational services through high-speed fiber internet, but it
is also so much more. It is an essential tool that will increase prosperity in rural areas by improving productivity among businesses, farms, and
school districts, both within their communities and with the rest of the world. With the continued expansion of fiber internet to our rural customers,
Chariton Valley is at the forefront of bringing the reality of e-Connectivity to Northern Missouri.

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

TEN YEAR JOB IMPACT:

With fiber-to-the-home (FTTH), Chariton Valley will bring a
significant impact to your community.

businesses and organizations said broadband is essential for
55% ofremaining
in current location
of households said they would definitely/likely relocate if broad-

38% band was not available

of households work from home or have a home-based business,

32% with 14% planning to start in the coming year
1.3

extra days per month working from home (on average), according
to employed FTTH users

FTTH users have a home-based business with over $10,000
13% ofestimated
incremental income from FTTH

72%
BETTER FOR
FTTH CITIES

HEALTH CARE

The U.S. spends more on healthcare than any other developed nation
Chronic health conditions, which account for 75% of health care costs,
are rising across all age groups
Rural Americans have greater difficulty accessing health care than
urban or suburban residents

Fiber can close the distance and
make healthcare more accessible.
– Remote medical diagnostics and monitoring enables quicker, more
economically efficient access to specialists.

EDUCATION

Fiber networks—to the home and the school—can lower the barrier
of distance and provide access to world-class educational resources.
Distance learning offers courses that would otherwise not be available.

